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VacayAbility LLC: User generated

info@VacayAbility.com

review website where people can

www.VacayAbility.com

rate and review places based upon

Social Media: @VacayAbility

accessibility.
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YEAR IN REVIEW

Although we have launched in February 2020, right

A large amount of funding was spent on marketing

before a global pandemic, VacayAbility continues to

materials, ordered in July 2020. In August 2020,

slowly thrive. We continue to slowly increase website

VacayAbility brochures were sent to and are now

views and social media followers, thus increasing the

located at the 14 Official Welcome Centers on major

ability to populate reviews on our website. We had to

highways entering Pennsylvania from neighboring states.

shift marketing strategies due to the pandemic, but I am

In another marketing opportunity, VacayAbility placed a

happy to report that we have added a communications

Large Button ad for three months (August to November

intern from Temple University, as well as a consultant to

2020) on the accessibility magazine website,

handle our social media.

newmobility.com. This generated a number of clicks to
the VacayAbility website. A large percentage of the

Our media exposure in 2020 has been incredible, being

funds were used to participate in the Virtual Abilities

featured in multiple publications. VacayAbility has

Expo, an expo for the community of people with

garnered media attention, including publications in the

disabilities, their families, and caregivers. This marketing

Philly Metro News, Temple News, and UCLA Alumni

opportunity led directly to an increase in social media

Newsletter. All VacayAbility press can be found here:

followers and VacayAbility reviewer accounts. The booth

https://vacayability.com/about-us/press-and-media/.

visits totaled about 1900, which generated about 1000
website views and 200 unique contacts for future

We have also been able to launch a podcast series,

marketing in the three day expo period. Furthermore, it

which is available on all major platforms and with

generated three leads to potential major partnerships

captions on YouTube.

and two confirmed partnerships.
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YEAR IN REVIEW

As VacayAbility has not generated a profit, largely in
part due to the pandemic, much of our funds were
allocated towards operations and website development in
October and November 2020, to ensure the company is
able to be operational in 2021.
In November 2020, VacayAbility has launched a series
of face masks designed by Founder, Natasha Graves and
available for purchase. International shipping is
available and drop shipping is used, so there are no
upfront costs for VacayAbility. They can be found here:
https://artofwhere.com/artists/vacayability.
We have faced many obstacles, including the pandemic.
Our major challenge is marketing and getting the
VacayAbility website out there, so that the website can
generate and populate reviews. This needs to be
consistent before any businesses sign up for the website
or want to place ads, thus generating a profit.
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COMPANY STATISTICS

An annual report is a comprehensive report on
a company's activities throughout the
preceding year.

$8500

TOTAL FUNDING
VacayAbility received $8500 in total grant
fundings since Fall 2019, including pitch
competition funding and grants.

4600

WEBSITE VIEWS
VacayAbility has garnered an increasing
amount of website views.

140%

INCREASE IN REVIEWS
There has been a 140% increase in reviews
posted from the first half of 2020 to the
second half. VacayAbility has acquired 78
listing and 35 website reviews during 2020.

